Bobcat mom is ferociously protective of her babies during their time at SWCC’s rehabilitation area.
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HOPES AND CHOICES

A B O B CAT FAM I LY STO RY
by Nikki Julien
Director of Education, Southwest Wildlife Conservation Center
growth in only the last few years.

It was a warm, Arizona Christmas when a small, female
bobcat gave birth to her first litter. A little out of season,
but doing the best she could, she chose what she thought
was a nice quiet culvert and settled in. A week or so later
there were bells and whistles, horns and parades, not from
any celebration but the return of school. Little did she know
that her quiet culvert home was home to a high school,
and come early January the students and staff returned to
school.

Well nobody got hurt except the teaching schedule for that
day. All eyes inside the school were looking on. Others in
Phoenix were glued to the news watching the drama unfold
via helicopters overhead. The commotion was not easy
on our young bobcat mother. Mother and one kitten were
captured and whisked to us here at Southwest Wildlife
Conservation Center (SWCC) somehow dodging the

With nowhere to turn to, our bobcat family laid low but
was discovered nonetheless and to prevent any tragedy
to the little family or the students, the school was put on
lock-down. Procedure for lock down includes notifying the
families and authorities, and naturally the press found out
too. With all the horrible human caused conflicts at high
schools around the country lately, this one at least was to
have a much happier ending.
Arizona Game and Fish Department was on the scene of
the rescue and mom bobcat was bound and determined
not to go without a fight. This wasn’t the city after all and
bobcats have their natural rights too. Anthem is a northern
suburb of Phoenix which has seen a tremendous boom in
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AZ Game and Fish rescues the bobcat family from the high school.
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LEFT: Bobcat family reunited at SWCC after the rescue. RIGHT: Bobcat kittens growing well in SWCC’s rehabilitation center.

paparazzi.
The game wardens knew that one kitten remained and
would be in desperate need of its mother. School was
released from lock down as the hunt continued for the
little kitten into the evening but to no avail. The little fellow
just would not be coaxed from its hiding spot. In the early
hours of morning, the first to arrive was the trusty janitor
who spotted the kitten in a tree and immediately called the
game warden who was able to retrieve the little bob before
school began.
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Reunited at SWCC, the mom and kittens spent the day
in quiet recovery of our quarantine room while our phone
lines were abuzz with requests for interviews with the little
family or at least with our veterinary technicians.

SAVING OUR WILDLIFE, ONE LIFE AT A TIME
Located in Scottsdale, Arizona, the Southwest Wildlife
Conservation Center rescues and rehabilitates wildlife
that has been injured, displaced, and orphaned. Once
rehabilitated, they are returned to the wild. Wildlife education
includes advice on living with wildlife and the importance
of native wildlife to healthy ecosystems. Educational and
humane scientific research opportunities are offered in the
field of conservation medicine. ASA accredited sanctuary
is provided to animals that cannot be released back to the
wild.

When we get a news-crazed story like this, SWCC faces
a hard dilemma. This little bobcat family’s healthy fear of
humans meant that they were perfect candidates for return
back to the wild. We would give the babies the time needed
to grow up in safety with their mother, give them their
vaccinations, and release them. This is a success story
that we like to share. In sharing this story, we can inform
a greater number of the public that wildlife needs a place
too and that incidents involving rescue and rehabilitation
need to be safely left to the experts. All good except for
one issue: how do you tell that story without continuing to
involve the animals themselves? All the stations wanted one
thing really—a good video of that bobcat family in a place
of safety. But to do so requires human interaction. Human
interaction leads to habituation of wildlife to humans. And
that often leads to the reason why most of our sanctuary
www.dveaglealliance.org 			

Southwest Wildlife has rehabilitated thousands of sick,
injured, orphaned or displaced wild animals, , including:
Black bear; Bobcat; Coati; Coyote; Deer; Jaguar; Javelina;
Mexican grey wolf; Mountain lion; Porcupine; and Raccoon.
More than 70 percent have been successfully released
back into the wild.
For more information: www.southwestwildlife.org
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residents are permanent residents—they no longer have
that fear of humans which is not safe for them and not safe
for us.
The thing about the press is they’re always looking for
the next big story, and by the time the interviews could be
coordinated, only one station wanted access, therefore, we
felt the limited exposure was worth the risk. The news got
their story and our bobcat family got to share the message
of how humans can live and let live when it comes to local
wildlife.
But then came another choice: when to release this healthy
family back to the wild? Though we strive above all to
reduce the stress of captivity on wild animals, being captive
is not what wildlife is all about. However, the release is
stressful too. This bobcat could not go back to the area
she was familiar with. Being in a new location requires a
lot of scouting on the part of the bobcat to find resources
using covert movements to determine if it is within another
bobcat’s territory or the territory of a larger predator. When
faced with such stress, mother bobcats will seek out their
own safety before the safety of their kittens. Until the kittens
have a chance to survive on their own, releasing them so
young was not an option. We chose to keep the family at
our rehab facility to let the little ones grow up a while longer.
Almost 6 months have passed. The babies are still darn
cute but not so little anymore and mom is more than ready
to go back into the wild. Now the kittens are old enough to
keep up with mom, should she yell, “Freedom!” when the
crate door is open. If we keep them much longer they will
become habituated to people and our work will have been
for naught. The time had come to let this little family go.
Now the next question, where? As the “Wild West” continues
to become tamed with freeways and houses and strip malls
and schools, wildlife habitat becomes fragmented and
marginalized. As we humans dam the rivers and channel
the water in canals for irrigation and power, wildlife must
travel further to find water. This search might have been
what led our young mother bobcat into Anthem. Swimming
pools look pretty good when the Agua Fria River is dry due
to low rainfall.
Luckily there are still a few wild spots, and we have to drive
a long way to release wildlife there. We keep those spots
quiet and release our hopes and dreams with another
bobcat family, raccoon litter, or coyote pups, knowing we
have faced some hard decisions and knowing we have
done our best.
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Learn more about our residents and donate in support of
our mission at: https://www.southwestwildlife.org/
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Bobcats being released at an un-disclosed location. A little trepidation at first and
then they go off together.
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